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Racing motorsports parts

Yesterday, Microsoft hosted its monthly Inside Xbox show that discussed everything from No Man's Sky to Forza Motorsport 7. While the majority of gamers likely focused on the new AAA games coming to Xbox One soon like the former, Turn 10 Studios talked about some major upgrades to Forza Motorsport 7 as well. Beforehand, it wasn't clear if you were about to go out of the
track and be penalised while driving. Fortunately, the developer will add clear track limits so players know what they shouldn't cross. Having a raised edge is a great visual cue so you can try your best not to hit the buffer on the side. Aside from that, leaderboards for each lane with each car come back. Let's say you want to be the fastest with a Ferrari LaFerrari in Dubai. It is now
possible to show it off. While drag racing is already a part of Forza Motorsport 7, it's quite cumbers because, instead of just adjusting your ride and jumping back into the race, you have to re-load the entire track and wait for a very long time. In the coming months, the team will add experimental drag racing to the game that basically allows you to do shot after shot, change your
vehicle and then try again. It loads immediately until you decide you're done and want to stop. That's how drag racing should have been from the start. This mode won't support multiplayer at first because it's just a test right now. In celebration of these announcements, Microsoft gives gamers the chance to buy Forza Motorsport 7 at a forty percent discount for the next day. If you
love racing games, be sure to check this one out. The title runs at 4K 60 FPS on Xbox One X and supports Xbox Play Everywhere. See at Microsoft Store Keep an eye on WindowsCentral.com/Gaming all the latest in Xbox and Windows 10 game, accessories, news, and reviews! We can earn a commission for purchases using our links. Learn more. What a pleasant surprise. At its
SEMA show press conference, Kia announced the founding of an American motorsport program and revealed that two factory-backed Forte Koups will race in the Grand-Am Koni Sports Car Challenge Series starting in the 2010 season. The modified Forte Koups will run in the Street Tuner class against cars as diverse as the Honda Civic Si, Mazda MX-5 Miata, BMW 3 Series,
and Porsche Boxster. Kia's race cars were developed and assembled with the help of the Kinetic Group, a race shop outside Atlanta. The race-prepped Forte displayed in Las Vegas certainly looks the part. As you'd expect, the interior was stripped of unnecessary items and a roll cage was installed along with a carbon fiber instrument cluster. Carbon fiber is also sprinkled across
the front and peeks out where the fog lights are on the stock car. The rest of the exterior is plastered with sponsor logos. The car also has the name of Kia Motors chairman and CEO Byung Mo Ahn, although we expect him to leave the racing to Andy Lally and Nic Jönsson, leaving, experienced drivers who signed up to manage the pair of Koups. This content is created and
maintained by a third party, and imported on this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.io Clement Okoh is a cancer survivor, author, entrepreneur.... and proud grandfather. Cancer affairs shares book excerpts of his personal journey, OSONDU,, an inspirational tale of hope. Photo: I with
my oncologist, Dr. Syed Abbas Ali Read part 1 here: OSONDU (PART 1) --- OSONDU - Why cancer is different (part 2) I have a cancer survivor on Wednesday, March 15, 2017; the day I was diagnosed with multiple myeloma. Cancer is so different from anything else. People rarely say, You have cancer. People say, You're diagnosed with cancer. The statement is so
unpretentious and magistery; it feels like the first phase of an investigation. You will suffer, and sooner or later, you will confess some wicked transgression. Oh, and of course you'll die. With its symptoms, diagnosis, pain, inevitable progress, and death, cancer occupies a dark place in our psyche. It's impossible to forget the day you find out. Time is slowing down, and everything
comes in sharp focus. You hear better, you see better, and you think more clearly and about fewer things. Everything is quieter, and nothing else matters. Before cancer, your future is distant, fuzzy and uncertain with numerous choices and possibilities. Cancer reduces your depth of field and puts everything in sharp focus. From the day you find out, everyone in your family is
terminally ill, just like all your friends. Not just because you'll all die somewhere, but none of your relationships will live out cancer, so they might as well have it. Diagnosis Day is when you know how the end will come. You stop existing in the sea of other people and focus on your regret. The end is no longer uncertain, and you count your life in months. You begin to consciously
prepare for the end, and come to terms with your mortality. Cancer is not as sudden as poison or a bullet. But unlike this, cancer in your genes can also kill your innocent children and rob everyone of their love and empathy. With cancer, you have more time to consider the inevitable, but it's definitive, and the slow death leaves you time to drag everyone through the misery. That's
why cancer is so different. The Cross The idea of cancer as a diagnosis, the manner of communicating it to patient and family, and the surrendered acceptance and finality is the cross that every cancer patient should bear. It's the biggest burden and dictates every thought, every action, every moment. Cancer is grim, surreal and final. But there lies the hope that faith and the
human spirit can deliver miracles. The human spirit transcends all darkness, and faith comes in with blessed miracles while people survive cancer. Most cancer patients live with their affliction, even if it brings them to terms with their deaths and force their limited futures into sharper focus. You become a cancer survivor the day you're diagnosed. It's important to realize this and find
the tools to preserve your happiness and protect those around you. You need to find ways to protect your quality of life. It will help you with that miracle called survival. Rating: 5.0/5 (1 vote outed) OSONDU: The Race for Life (Part 2), 5.0 out of 5 based on 1 rating homenewsDragging In A Parallel Universe - Motorsport FeatureSee all 1 photos I actively competed, racing-themed
nightmares were regular pests: I had a ride in the Indy of Daytona 500s (I know, just in my dreams!), but I couldn't find my car, or I was to launch a car I'd never drive, or the track had changed dramatically, or I lost my driver suit (as soon as I started bucking naked before waking up). Participating in my first formal drag race—the first Mr. Gasket Media Challenge hosted by Frank
Hawley's Drag Racing School—was terrifying like those bad dreams. This first outing to straight-line competition was like being transported to a parallel universe: Things looked similar but work completely differently. When veteran drag racers started discussing bracket racing terminology and tactics, I feared I had my head on a rollcage one too many times: I could understand
individual words, but combined they had no sense, a lot like reading a letter from a lawyer. I dialed some aggressively but I was afraid the second delay box didn't make the right choice and I was about to break out so I dumped him in the trap. It means something to someone, really. And driving the car was like Backwards World. To get Hawley's Super Comp sleepers ready to get
started, you press a button and floor the skews. My subconscious would shout: No, don't floor the skewed, you're not ready to go. (That button engages the trans brake, which essentially puts the transmission simultaneously in both driving and reverse, so the car doesn't move.) Since the engine immediately starts popping against the rev limiter, the subconscious also screams:
Light, light, you're about to blow the engine! To start the strip, you release the transrem button when the yellow glows, but my subconscious mind wanted to wait for the green. I thought there was a short-circuit between my brain and fore finger. Once, to overwhelm the subconscious mind's commands, I had to look at my finger and say: Release the button. The next time, my foot
lifted in conjunction with my finger. Also, don't lead to top preaction times. During a pit-lane conversation at the Mr. Gasket event, Funny Car star John Force confessed that even savvy and veteran drag racers experienced initial disorientation of the hold-foot-on-floor-release-button-to-go concept. Releasing the trans-brake button with your foot on the floor unleashes one of the
most amazing in the universe. Though Force might not get excited about Hawley's car's 8.50-second/159-mph quarter miles the only manned, self-propelled vehicles that accelerate harder of rest are other drag racing vehicles. Understand that Hawley's 600-horsepower 1550-pound rails jump to 130 mph in a grinding 5.4 seconds. No other racing school tops the pure adrenaline
rush of Hawley's dragsters. In bracket racing, you should predict your E.T. to determine the handicap start. If you run faster than you think, you break out and get disqualified. Predicting a time you can't match gives your opponent an unbeatable start. A few hundreds of a second here means the difference between winning and losing. At the Mr. Gasket Challenge, this automotive
math quiz was particularly difficult as each car was driven by several different drivers of radically different weight over changing weather conditions. On top of that, some deliberately lifted or drove the brake before the end of the quarter mile, while others unintentionally failed to keep the skew wide open. Then there's staging strategy. The car can be positioned early in the starting
light beams-called level staging. It helps to avoid red-light fist and leaves exactly repeatable E.T.s. But level staged, Hawley's cars don't leave hard enough to top a 0.480-second response time when 0.400 is theoretically possible on the pro tree starting system we use. Rolling further into the lights before the start reduces response time 0.01 second per inch, but increases E.T.s
by the same amount and is inaccused, making dial-up predictions even harder. In other forms of racing, the driver has a chance to warm up, even if it's just the pace shot, but 90 percent—maybe more—of a drag racer's job is complete before the green light glows. And other racers can make up for small—or even big mistakes: I've won races from 40 miles back. In drag racing,
once the car rolls there is no make for a miscue. With my pea-sized road racer's brains overwhelmed by new lingo and tactics, I urged former Top Fuel Crew chief Chuck Schifsky, now serving as feature editor of Motor Trend. He quickly tossed my hot potato to John Spar, which startled me by eagerly accepting the opportunity to coach an unskilled novice in a competition among
keyboard ponders and microphone bins. My apologies to John in particular and drag racers in general, but I've never heard of him. Then I noticed he deserved a spot on the cover of the current issue of National Dragster by scoring a Super Comp win at the Sears Craftsman Nationals. It was like have Tiger Woods as caddie for the company's golf tournament and not knowing who
Tiger Woods is. If Spar hadn't been there to figure out the dial-up and staging strategy, I'd have been even more of a spiritual basket case than I already was. Although I wanted to win, my top goal was to be the representative of archival car and driver (which turned out to be Steven Cole Smith) to beat, with a second goal to topping any Petersen Publishing-related writer or
broadcaster. Losing to someone from van Racing USA or NHRA Today wouldn't be so devastating to my fragile ego. Despite a distinmb response time best measured on a sinner, I reached the first goal in time trials, largely because I serendipidously chose a faster car. My seven-year-old son-one of the ten spectators on hand thought I had won a race. What more can you want in
life than to let your son say, Dad, I'm so proud of you!? In the next time trial, I lined up with Hot Rod's Steve Magnante, who was more trouble-amazing who was possible!-staging than I did, and thus gave me an early Christmas present. My son thought I was Kenny Bernstein, and who am I to spoil such a deception of grandiosity? By the time he's a teenager, he'll come and learn
what an idiot I am. During this time, Spar took incomprehensible notes and discussed detailed strategy with me. It was like he was talking to a puppy: I was smiling and lumping my head, but I didn't understand a single word. I finally said, Just tell me which car and lane to choose and what time to write on the windscreen. Hell, I couldn't remember the dial for more than a few
seconds: A puppy has more short-term memory. For the first round of eliminations, I lined up against Hot Rod Television's Joe Elmore. Even though he strung me up at reaction time, Spar's more accurate dial allowed me to take the win light. (Elmore dialed an 8.38 but ran an 8.560, while Spar dialled an 8.56 for me and I ran 8.585; thus Elmore essentially gave me a 0.18-second
start, of which I squandered 0.085 in slower response time. Am I catching up on the lingo or is it completely wrong?) My son's friends were in awe. I'm sure my wife was secretly rooting against me: She didn't want to hear replays of my exploits for the rest of her life. For the second round I was matched by Popular Mechanics' Scott Oldham, who belittled my decision to employ Spar
to help me with (translating do) my dial. In addition to first laughs, Scott also got the last when he dialed an 8.44 and ran an 8.449. Spar dialed an 8.53, and I turned an 8.549, in part because I wowed in my lane as I looked over to Oldham. On top of that, Oldham beat my reaction time by 0.007. (In the semifinals, Oldham lost to NHRA Today's Jason Baffrey, who in turn lost to
National Dragster's Todd Veney in the final.) Almost 20 years ago I won my first road race (even though it was just a manager's school game). In 1994 I won my first oval race (even though it was just a trophy streak). In the Mr. Gasket Media Challenge, I won my first drag race (even though it was just a first-round elimination). I don't know enough to quit while I'm ahead. THE
LATEST IN CAR NEWSShare on FacebookShare on Twitter
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